
ID Title Group comment Decision Next step 

78 Indication of coasting speed  

 Supported SMO (already approved) 

80 Specification of limit speed in PlannedTrainData  Supported SMO (already approved) 

175 
Adding new optional element PlannedSpeed to 
PlannedTrainTechnicalData  

 Supported SMO (already approved) 

151 
New element type of used power unit in 
TractionDetails  

With the name: TypeOfHybridPowerUnit Supported SMO 

165 
Code list for element "Type of used power unit" 
in structure TractionDetails 

With some examples of liquid fuels in paranthesis Supported SMO 

 160 Code list update TrainActivityType 

TEG Planning doesn't find it good to use the Train Activity Type for such purpose. For this use case, 
similar codes are already existing. 

Postpone SMO (already approved) 

164 
Change of cardinality of TrainCCSystem 
element  

Applicant places the request with the equipped Train CCs (what are the possibilities) and the IM sends 
back the offer with one Train CC to be used for that section 

Supported 
To be checked by TEG 
Operation 

166 
Supplement of element "TiltingFunction" in 
Structure TractionDetails  

We shall use the same (existing) TiltingFunction from the operation. TEG Planning suggest to use optional 
this new field (just like it is in the TrainDataPassenger element) 

Supported SMO 

167 
Incorrect reference in documentation of element 
"ExceptionalGaugingCode" 

 Supported SMO 

168 New error code for logical error  

The error codes shall be generally revisited. Currently, every field has its own error code, meaning each 
XSD change generates a new error code. Please check the comment from Milos Futera. 

Postpone 
Decision on the error code 
structure 

171 
Supplement of reason for using 
RelatedPlannedTransportIdentifier (RPTID)  

 Supported 
To be checked by TEG 
Operation 

172 New code list for element ReasonOfReference  

 Supported 
To be checked by TEG 
Operation 

173 
Change of documentation of element 
SerialNumber of complex type 
LocoTypeNumber  

The annotation shall be change to: "Normally not used in Planning". Further explanation shall be entered to 
the JS Handbook (chapter 12.14.2) 

Supported 
SMO 
Loic Le Mignot to update the 
JS Handbook 

176 Type of modification requested by RA  

 Rejected  

179 
Code list for Type of Modification requested by 
RA 

 Rejected  

177 Precision on path allocation status for draft offer  The topic shall be discussed within the TTR IT WG and TTR IT Core Team Postpone To be checked by TTR IT WG 

178 Change of the element TrafficType 

RNE shall initiate a survey for the IMs to map their Traffic types to Train types, including the translation of 
the values and provide English description about the interpretation. 
Also, DB Netz requested to have more digits for the codes. 

Postpone 
RNE sets-up the survey 
Loic Le Mignot updates the CR 
for more digits 

181 Proposed code list for element TrafficType  The codes can be defined later. Postpone  

180 
Update of element TractionDetails for train 
cars/motor coaches/multiple units  

 Rejected  

 Related Planned Transport ID for 
ObjectInfoMessage 

 Supported SMO 

182 
Optional LimitedQuantityIndicator for type 
DangerousGoodsType  

 Supported SMO 

65 Use of the element TrafficType  

 Rejected Replaced by CRs 178 and 181. 



159 
Remove wagon interchange messages from TAF 
XSD 

Planning is not affected   

116 
New codes for TrainActivityType element 
specific for DB Netz  

DB Netz can use the national codes as they are described in the CR. Every IM is allowed to publish 
national specific Train Activity types, respecting the schema of the identifier. It's a 4-digit ID for each type, 
and the first 2 digits shall the prefix (DE) of the country 

Rejected  

 117 Addition of a fee for the path offer 

Include a CommercialDetails element (optional) to PathInformation that will include later other 
Commercial Conditions related stuff. For the time being, we would have there an optional element called 
EstimatedPathFee with two children elements Value & Measure (currency) to deliver this information with 
the offer. 

Supported 
Máté Bak updates the CR 
SMO 

103 New codes for TrainActivityType element  

 Postpone 
To be included in the survey for 
the Traffic type and Train type 
mapping 

 115 Addition of line and track number in Path 

The CR is about the track for departure, but it's the track of the segment not the location's. It should be 
alphanumeric LineNumber 6, TrackNumber 6. The fields shall be called: OperationalLineNumber, 
OperationalTrackNumber, and these shall be optional elements. 

Supported 
Wolfgang Kuzaj updates the 
CR. 
SMO 

112 New structure TrainClassification  

 Rejected 
We shall check first the 
answers to the survey. 

 107 New Train Type Code  

From the CR, code 8 shall be used as the 4 from the existing options. But, for code 3 (loco train), we 
propose to change the annotation, so it's a locomotive train with one or more locomotives. We have to find 
a solution for the light engine, service train without passenger business. Now, we just the annotation of the 
code 3. 

Supported 
Máté Bak updates the CR 
SMO 

106 New Traffic Type Code  Propose definitions for the Types is also part of the survey Postpone Check the results of the survey 

98 Change of TrainActivity structure  

 Supported SMO 

132 Addition of codes for element BrakeType  

G, P, R, X, M, W. We need all the brake types. It's OK to have 1 letter for them, until we put behind the 
clear definition of the brake type. 

Supported SMO 

 


